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ABSTRACT 

GEOMIT is a CAD/MCNP conversion interface code. It is developed to 
automatically generate Monte Carlo geometrical data from CAD data due to the 
difference in the representation scheme. GEOMIT is capable of importing 
several CAD formats as well as exporting several CAD formats. GEOMIT has a 
capability to produce solid cells as well as void cells without using complement 
operator. While loading the CAD shapes (Solids), GEOMIT assigns a material 
number and a density of each solid according to its color on the original CAD 
data. Shape fixing process is applied to cure errors in the CAD data. Vertex 
location correctness is evaluated first, and then free edges and small faces are 
removed. The Binary Space Portioning (BSP) tree technique is used to 
automatically split complicated solids into simpler cells. As a result, excessive 
complicated cells decrease and MCNP calculations run faster. Duplicated 
MCNP surfaces are removed with an automatic surface reduction function 
before creating the final input data. CAD data of various test problems were 
successfully converted to MCNP input data, which were validated by checking 
lost particles and comparing volumes calculated with MCNP to those of the 
original CAD data. Calculated results for the various test problems agreed with 
those with previously produced input data.  

 
INTRODUCTION 

MCNP (1) is a multi-particle transport simulation programs widely used 
in reactor design, radiation shielding, radiotherapy and nuclear safeguards. 
However, construction of complex geometry model manually needs a great 
effort in Monte Carlo particle transport problems setup, it is a time consuming 
and error prone task because it lacks user-friendly capabilities of many modern 
software application. CAD/MCNP automatic conversion has attracted a big 
attention in the last few years to deal with the modeling of complex geometry. 

Domain models are input to MCNP by specifying geometric surface 
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definitions and combinations of those surfaces to give 3-dimensional solids (2).  
The 3-D geometric models typically used in the past with MCNP are fairly 
sophisticated but still are missing fine geometrical details of the components, 
which can give certain effects on the calculation results.  Building models in 
this way can be quite cumbersome for complicated geometries.  Furthermore, 
the MCNP domain models do not maintain links to the original   CAD models, 
and must be re-constructed manually to account for any changes to those CAD 
models.  For rapidly changing designs, this can become cumbersome and error-
prone.   

GEOMIT code has been developed for automatic conversion from CAD 
drawings to MCNP geometry input data (3, 4, 5, 6). Development has been 
conducted in the following three steps; 

(1) Development of auxiliary program, which reads CAD data file and define 
“void space” between components as a kind of solid. 

(2) Development of programs for automatic conversion of CAD files into 
MCNP geometry input data.  Material type information can be specified 
as attributes of the CAD design model, and should be imported directly 
from there; similarly, material properties can be retrieved from various 
material databases.   

(3) Improvement of functions of the above developed program so that the 
performance of the program can be maximized (calculation speed, pre- & 
post treatment, etc) 

Recently several institutions have developed various CAD/MCNP 
interface codes to translate geometry definitions between the CAD environment 
and the Monte Carlo code environment with different features. One approach is 
the Graphic-User-Interface based MCNP modeling, i.e. the user can graphically 
display the MCNP geometry in 3D. Furthermore the complexity of CAD 
modeling in this method is simplified. Another approach is to modify MCNP(X) 
and use CAD engine directly for solid model representation and evaluation. 
This is not a conversion or translation from CAD geometry model to MCNPX 
input but rather a direct simulation through the CAD model, thus requiring more 
real-time computing resource.  The approach that we follow is interface-based 
conversion; we use a CAD system for generating the model and transfer the data 
through an interface for the Monte Carlo radiation transport code.  

The advantages of the CAD interface-based approach include: 1) it can 
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access to full features of modern CAD software systems facilitating the 
geometric modeling, and enabling the exchange of model data with MC particle 
transport codes, 2) no effort is needed to modify MCNP, 3) no performance 
penalty in MC calculation, 4) more independent and extendable. 

MODEL DATA CREATION  

In CAD models constructed through the complex geometry, only solid 
data are explicitly given. It is unfavorable to add unneeded surfaces to the 
geometry description of cell through poor use of the complement operator. 
Therefore, void cells as well as the solid cells must be defined and necessary for 
the MCNP as geometry input data to follow neutron and/or photon trajectories, 
but void regions are not explicitly defined in the CAD data. It is one of critical 
issues to create the void region data properly for the development of 
CAD/MCNP interface program. One of the conceivable approaches is to use 
“compliment” expression to solid data in MCNP cell definition after creating 
only solid cell description. However, it could lead to lengthy and not efficient 
cell definition of void cells. In the present study, a computer program prototype 
has been newly developed for automatically creating the void region CAD data 
in very similar expression with solid data. 

However, the large and very complicated geometry of the void region 
requires an unrealistically large number of surface equations and their too-
much-complicated combination. In order to solve this problem, the original 
CAD data should be uniformly divided into a large number of small cubes. Fig. 
1 shows the concept of the cube division and Boolean operation. The void 
regions data are that of the space excluding these components. As a result of 
creating very small cubes, the solid and void regions can be characterized by the 
much simpler geometry in each cube, and it is possible to characterize the void 
region in each cube using a realistic number of equations. 

 

Fig. (1): Concept of the cube division and Boolean operation [6] 
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Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the developed program. The CAD data 
file (step file) is loaded. 

During the CAD data loading process, shape-healing processes are 
performed to assure CAD data correctness. The initial conditions which we 
should define are the range of the void region for which data are to be created 
and the size of the cube division. An operation loop is performed the same 
number of times as the number of cubes defined by the initial conditions, and 
the cubes are created in the defined range. The program retrieves data of the 
solid region intersecting with each cube. Next, another loop is performed the 
same number of times as the number of retrieved solid regions in that cube, 
where subtraction of the solid region from the total cube space is performed 
using the Boolean operation. As a result, data of the solid and void regions in 
each cube are created. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (2): Outline of the converting methodology on the CAD/MCNP interface 
program [6] 

Shape Healing Process 

GEOMIT has a tool to repair and fix for all sub-shapes of a shape. It 
provides access to all repairing tools for fixing sub-shapes of specified shape. 
Repairing tools used for fixing sub-shapes are solid fixing, shell fixing, face 
fixing, wire fixing and edge fixing. Solid fixing tool is intended to fix solids and 
building a solid from a shell to obtain a valid solid with a finite volume. Shell 
fixing tool is intended to fix the wrong orientation of faces in a shell. It changes 
orientation of faces in the shell if necessary so that all faces in the shell have 
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coherent orientations. If it is impossible to orient all faces in the shell (like in 
case of Mobius strip), then a few manifold or non-manifold shells will be 
created depending on the specified Non-manifold mode. Face fixing tool is 
intended to fix problems on a face with regard to its wires. If the face has no 
wire, the natural bounds are computed. If the face is on a spherical surface and 
has two or more wires on it describing holes, the natural bounds are added. In 
case of a single wire, it is made to be an outer one. If the face has several wires, 
they are oriented to lay one outside another (if possible). If the supporting 
surface is periodic, 2D curves of internal wires can be shifted on integer number 
of periods to put them inside the outer wire. Fixing the case when the face on 
the closed surface is defined by a set of closed wires, and the seam is missing. 
In that case, these wires are connected by means of seam edges into the same 
wire. 

Wires repairing tool is used to fix the orders of the edges, removal of 
small edges (less than certain tolerance), fixing of edges connection and fixes 
the lacking of edges. 

Conversion into MCNP input data  

Surface construction:  

CAD systems store geometric models of solids whose boundary are 
composed of closed oriented manifolds. The geometric data from a CAD system 
is used to construct its semi-algebraic representation as employed in MCNP 
code.  

Cell construction:  

Cell is constructed using the following steps; Check Bounding and non-
bounding surfaces among all the surfaces in the cell and exclude bounding 
surfaces from any other operation 

Determine the relationship between the remaining surfaces, whether its 
convex or concave 

*-Split among concave edges if any of the non bounding surfaces 

*-Adding ambiguous plane to the general quadric, if it is non-bounding 
surface 

Bounding and Non-Bounding: 

*-Bounding surface is determined when all Body Vertices are on one side of 
the surface (substituting coordinates of all body vertices into the surface 
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equation and check things) 

*-Non-Bounding Surface is determined when the Body Vertices are on both 
sides of the surface 

Convexity and Concavity:  

Surfaces are intersected either in convex or concave edge as shown in 
Graphic 3. Consider the semicircular edge from P1 to P2. The cross product N1 x 
N2 of the two surfaces (N1 : normal vector to plane; N2: the normal vector to 
cylinder) is the direction vector of the intersected edge at the point and is used 
to describe the concavity or convexity of the surfaces as following. 

Convex edge is Edge, which connects two faces whose angle is greater than 180. 

  0. 121  eNN       (1) 

Concave edge is Edge, which connects two faces whose angle is less than 180°. 

  0. 121  eNN        (2) 

e1 is the edge vector on the side of the plane at the point P2. In this case, 
the edge (P1 to P2) is defined to be concave. The edge vector direction is 
calculated according to the sequence of the points in counter clockwise of the 
first surface. 

  
Fig. (3): Concavity and Convexity of 

two surfaces 
Fig. (4): Parent and Child Loops 

The geometry description defines the cell to be intersection, union 
and/or complement of the listed surfaces, depending on this relation. Union 
operator allows concave edges in cells, while only intersection operator 
specifies convex edges.  Any cavity face is added to a list called concave face 
group (CFG) if it shares a concave edge with one of the group’s members. Faces 
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can be represented using loops as shown in Graphic 4. Loop L1 is the outside 
boundary of face F1, or parent loop. Loop L2 and L3 are boundaries representing 
holes in the face F1 or child loops. One of MCNP code precautions when 
preparing cell cards are to avoid excessively complicated cells; the code is run 
faster when the problem geometry is made up of many simpler cells rather than 
fewer more complicated cells. Therefore, Geometry splitter has been developed 
to detect concave edges and split the geometry at them.  

Model Verification 

The conceptual designs of the LHD (Large Helical Device)-type helical 
reactor FFHR (Forces Free Helical Reactor) has been conducted the National 
Institute for Fusion Science (NIFS) [7]. 

In this study, a part of LHD-type D-T reactor FFHR is used as a test 
case to represent the capability of GEOMIT.  Graphic 5 shows the CAD data of 
a part from FFHR fusion reactor.  However, the large and very complicated 
geometry of the void region such as shown in Fig. 5.a requires an unrealistically 
large number of surface equations and their too-much-complicated combination. 
In order to solve this problem, the original CAD data first be uniformly divided 
into a large number of small cubes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)         (b)    (c) 
Fig. (5): Part of FFHR reactor CAD model [7] 

The range of the void creation and the size of the cube division can be 
optionally defined by the following parameters; minX, minY, minZ, maxX, 
maxY, maxZ, lx, ly, lz. When the solid region data have a simple geometry, it is 
better to apply the original solid region data, since this reduces the number of 
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the cells in the MCNP input data. The original solid region data is the original 
CAD drawing data. By selecting the “Void and Solid data”, the divided void 
region data can be created with the original solid region data. Figure 5.b shows 
a void box creation for an inclusion of certain solid region. 

Figure 5.c shows an example of the results of the Boolean operation for 
a part of FFHR overall model executed by GEOMIT, in testing the program 
capability of creating void region data. The solid data inside each cube is 
created using Boolean intersection between void cube and the solid. After 
creating the solid data lying inside each cube, each solid object in the region is 
subtracted from the void cube to generate the void object. After creating void 
region it would be treated same as any solid object and during the conversion of 
CAD data into MCNP, the void cells densities set to zero. Combining both solid 
objects and void objects is generating fully closed data set, which can be used to 
generate full MCNP input without using a complement operator as shown in 
graphic 7. Thus, it was confirmed that the void data creation is possible with 
realistic amounts of time and memory.   

Conversion Validation:  

Model validation process is subjected to volume checking test, lost 
particle test. Graphic 8 shows the MCNP model of the FFHR sample problem in 
X-Z. 

 

 

 

 

r 

 

Fig. (6): MCNP IP resulted from Automatic CAD convertor 

Volume Comparison:  

The conversion geometry is validated by comparing results of the 
volume of CAD shapes and the calculated cells volumes by MCNP of those 
shapes. Table 1 displays volumes of CAD shapes and MCNP. MCNP calculates 
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the volumes stochastically. Hence the minor differences are due to the statistical 
errors. As we can see from the results, the volume property is well produced, 
which confirms that the conversion process reproduces the CAD geometry 
properly. 

Table (1): Comparison between CAD and MCNP calculated volumes 

 Volume (m3) 
Shape # CAD MCNP Relative Error 
16 0.0004853 0.0004892 0.00803 
27 0.0729521 0.0729998 0.0006538 
73 0.0017372 0.0017395 0.00132 
97 0.0049832 0.0049969 0.002749 
123 0.000048702 0.0000490563 0.007222 

Lost Particle Checking:  

MCNP cannot detect overlapping cells or gaps between cells until a 
particle track actually gets lost. Before running MCNP for actual calculations, 
we use the void card and making all the cells voids. Because there are no 
collisions, a short run will generate a great many tracks through the model. 
There are no lost particles in the generated model. This result showed the 
importance of the shape healing process, because with vertices location 
correction, we would close any open solid due to the difference in the solids 
precisions if any. Removing small edges and small faces will remove the gaps 
or overlapping if any. Lost particles verification analysis is carried out using 90 
minutes running time, with number of histories nps =1546400000. 

GEOMIT Applications Areas 

Adult Reference Computational Phantom:  

The voxel phantoms for calculations of energy deposition in body 
organs and tissues (so-called ‘target regions’) following the 2007 
Recommendations (ICRP, 2007) should accommodate all organs and tissues 
that are relevant to the assessment of human exposure to ionizing radiation for 
radiation protection purposes. These target regions are: active (‘red’) bone 
marrow, adrenals, brain, breast, colon, endosteal tissue (formerly called ‘bone 
surfaces’), extrathoracic (ET) airways, eye (lens), gall bladder, heart, kidneys, 
liver, lungs, lymphatic nodes, muscle, oesophagus, oral mucosa, ovaries, 
pancreas, prostate, salivary glands, skin, small intestine, spleen, stomach, testes, 
thymus, thyroid, urinary bladder, and uterus. Furthermore, additional target 
regions have been identified in the Human Respiratory Tract Model (ICRP, 
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1994) and Human Alimentary Tract Model (ICRP, 2006). These target regions 
include: alveolar-interstitium, basal cells of anterior and posterior nasal 
passages and pharynx, basal cells of bronchi, lymph nodes of ET and thoracic 
region, secretory cells of bronchi and bronchioles, and tongue and tonsils. 
Figure 7 depicts the MCNP input of the voxel phantom model created using 
GEOMIT voxalization.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. (7): MCNP model of the Adult Computational Phantom 

ITER 40 Degree Model:  

Large amount of neutronics design analyses will be needed to assess 
shielding requirements and determine the radiation environment in radiation 
sensitive components of ITER.  The basis of this work should be the Monte 
Carlo code “MCNP”, which has been used in ITER neutronics analyses for long 
time and it, is the most proper methodology to provide accurate neutron 
streaming assessment.  Monte Carlo-based neutronics calculations require as 
input a detailed geometric model of the domain. 

Providing this input for complex machines like ITER is time-
consuming and error-prone, and will not be able to support rapid design 
iterations expected as part of the ITER construction process.  On the other hand, 
fully detailed CAD models have been constructed as part of the ITER design 
process, and are available for use in future Monte Carlo analyses for ITER. 
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Fig. (8): CAD to MCNP automatic conversion of the 40-degree ITER model 

ITER NB 

Detailed nuclear analyses for the latest ITER NB system are required to 
ensure that NB design conforms to the nuclear regulations for the ITER building 
and licensing. 

A variety of nuclear analyses was started for ITER NB system including 
a tokamak building of ~ 50 m x 35 m x 20 m and outside the building by using a 
Monte Carlo code MCNP in 009. MCNP geometry input data were successfully 
produced from simplified NB CAD data ith the improved GEOMIT code, which 
automatically converts CAD data to MCNP eometry input data. We have 
performed calculations of the effective dose rates during DT operation and after 
shutdown, and activation of the NB components, etc. 

 

 

Fig. (9): CAD to MCNP automatic conversion of the 60-degree ITER NB model 

Fission Reactor Repeated Structure:  

To comply with the new USNRC regulation of using CAD data in the 
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light water reactors. We developed a part in GEOMIT to generate a Monte 
Carlo neutronics model to make a critical analysis and accurately calculate 
neutron fluence. A VENUS reactor build by SCK of Belgium is been modeled 
using GEOMIT as shown in figure 10. 

 

 

Fig. (10): VENUS Fission Reactors Repeated Structure Model 

Concluded Remarks 

This paper presents a method for use of CAD data in MC codes. 
GEOMIT is an interface program developed to implement the use of 3-D CAD 
data in MC codes. The application of GEOMIT for automatic generation of a 
40-degree ITER benchmark, ITER NB, Voxel phantom, and fission reactor 
repeated structure neutronics model from CAD data are described. The 
generated geometry is fully equivalent to the CAD geometry, which has been 
affirmed also by MCNP volumes calculations of the converted geometry. 

The quality of the conversion has been successfully tested with different 
neutronics calculations of FFHR ITER model, which give no lost particles.  
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